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FACTS AND FIGURES 2019
52

250

1 100+

bachelor and specialists
programmes

international
partners

international
students

69

282

32

master programmes

PhD students

scientific schools

8

11

2 000+

PhD programmes

dissertation boards

employees (including
professors and lecturers)

805

12 000+

Diplomas Cum Laude

students
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UNECON IN RANKINGS

33/100

63/327

Top Russian
Universities by RAEX
(Expert Ranking
Agency)

National Universities
Ranking by Interfax

25/100

27/100

Elite Russian
Universities
by Forbes

Academic Excellence
Ranking by RAEX

21-22/38
Top Entrepreneurial
Universities
by Expert

7/53
Alumni Employment
by Forbes
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9/20
Alumni Income
Ranking by Superjob

ADMISSION 2019

1,00%
awardees and winners
of subject Olympiads

6,10%
special basis
admission

84,30%
general grounds
admission

8 638
total number
of enrolees

637
enrolled in the full-time
State-funded bachelor

Newly coined
full-time bachelors

1477
women

and specialist programmes

957

3 430

men

overall admission
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EDUCATION

1

Launch of the procedure to rate UNECON Academic programmes in accordance
with the labour market requirements

In 2019 94 UNECON Academic programmes of different levels were given a complex analyses by means of an
independent online survey, and were assessed by 19 criteria reflecting their correspondence with the labour
market requirements and relevance to the students. A rating of Academic programmes was completed according to the results of the survey and evaluation of their practical relevance. The rating is going to be regularly updated in order to keep the sound academic background of UNECON programmes.

2

Significant strategic projects within national objectives

Within a concept of a lifelong learning a project named “Massive advanced training of lecturers in the sphere
of financial literacy in Saint-Petersburg, Leningrad and Pskov regions” was implemented in the University.
The project was aimed at training of college lecturers and was set up in October 2018, while in 2019 its regional coverage significantly expanded.

3

UNECON is the first University participating in the pilot project “Studentor” under
support of Saint Petersburg Labour and Occupation Committee

UNECON became an testing site and the first pilot University for implementation of a joint project with the
Labour and Occupation Committee of Saint-Petersburg in creation of an Internet portal “Studentor”. The
portal is tailored to serve in search of entities for a practical activity and further recruitment of the University
students.
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EDUCATION

4

Open professional accreditation of Academic programmes

With a view to meet the strategic goals on development of the educational process profilisation level and further match of Academic programmes content with professional standards requirements an Open professional
accreditation of 6 Academic programmes was carried out at the University.
•

Bachelor Programme “Marketing and brand management” and Master programme “Marketing and IT
communications” were accredited by a Committee of professional qualifications of Financial Market

•

Bachelor Programme “Law and Economics”, Master Programmes “Civil and Domestic law” and “Administrative and Financial law” were accredited by a Union “Leningrad region Chamber of Commerce and
Industry”

•

Bachelor Programme “Quality management in Business Systems” was accredited by АНО “AOPПO”

5

Memorandum of Association of Network Cooperation under the patronage of
UNECON

On February, 1 2019 a Memorandum to create an Association of Network Cooperation was signed with 10
designated entities and both Russian and International educational institutions. The Association is aimed to
enhance the quality of specialists training with would meet the requirements of the Labour market as well
as to develop scientific potential of the Association members within network collaboration. Launch of joint
projects within the Association has been planned for the nearest future. The projects are seen to be aimed
to merge resources of the professional society and academic staff to enhance educational activities in the
field of economics.
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EDUCATION

6

Activation of Academic Programmes Committees

115 Academic Programmes Committees were entered in 2018/2019 academic year. Among the others there
are 5 representatives of designated entities in the committees. Main questions raised the Committees sessions were:
•
Relevance of Academic Programmes in accordance with the Labour Market requirements.
•
Determination of students’ project activity within the Academic programmes
•
Complex support of diversified professional development of students with an involvement of designated entities.
In a long-term perspective the Committees are supposed to become a key mechanism to provide close
collaboration of Labour Market representatives and the University to enhance a profile component of Academic programmes. To promote and to involve student society to development of educational activities in
2019 students were engaged as members of every Committee.

7

Specialists training for regions

Collaboration between the states of the Russian Federation within the specialists training has been continuing. In the framework of the Economic Forum 2019 an Agreement with Vologodskaya region was signed, and
it is planned to sign Agreements with Velikiy Novgorod and Leningrad region in the nearest future.
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BACHELOR AND SPECIALIST STUDIES

21
bachelor
majors

52

bachelor
programmes

4449
state-funded
students

7421
students studying
on commercial basis

2

specialists
majors

2

specialists’
programmes
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MASTER STUDIES

2734

master students

5

16

69

optional foreign
languages

master
majors

master
programmes

49

1213

63
master students took part
in semester exchange
programmes with partner
universities abroad

double degree
graduates
in 2019

students obtained
a master degree
in 2019

In 2018-2019 the Institute of Master studies of UNECON carried on 61 expert-guest lectures/workshops, 20 round tables, 10 field trips
Master students of UNECON participated and got
awarded at 5 Subject Olympiads, 14 International
and National Competitions; 6 Master students won
Vladimir Potanin’s scholarship.

Under support of the department of PSC “GAZPROM” UNECON launched a new Mater programme
“Economics of oil and gas trading” in 2019
2019 became the second year when UNECON awarded diplomas to the graduates of the Master programme “Economic Strategy of Global Energy Producer” under support of PSC “GAZPROM”. Alexey
Miller visited the celebration of graduates.
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ADVANCED DEPARTMENT OF PSC GAZPROM
In November the Advanced department of PSC GAZPROM celebrated its 5th anniversary. Among
the others the board Chairman of Gazprom Alexey Miller and rector of UNECON Igor Maksimtsev
greeted the Department staff on the anniversary.
The celebration was opened by Igor Maksimtsev who
mentioned that within 5 years a succession pool of
managers and specialists of financial and economic departments of PSC GAZPROM and its branches
had been effectively “fulfilled”. The graduates had
been trained so that they would be able to move on
not only the company, but the whole country.

In 2014 following the initiative of the Board Chairman
Alexey Miller the Advanced department of PSC GAZPROM was set up at UNECON. Three groups of Master target programmes “Energy strategy of a Global
Energy provider” and “Strategic management in a
global company” graduates were awarded with their
diplomas.

The “GAZPROM” board chairman Alexey Miller greeted everyone and highlighted the importance of
the anniversary; “I am very pleased that the project
was implemented and became a success. We have
no hesitation that the project is a good example of
fruitful University-Business collaboration. This collaboration was meant to have a significant content:
training and retraining, scientific programme, master degree programmes, Centre of Energy Law” etc”.

Besides, 9 round tables and seminars were carried
out within the programmes, manuals and course
books were released as well as journals of scientific
articles and special edition of “UNECON NEWS” dedicated to PSC GAZPROM. Every year students of the
department can take part in Academic research papers competitions. In 2019 the Department extended
its work to two majors. This is related to implementation of a unique Master programme “Economics of
Oil and Gas Trading”.
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POSTGRADUATE PROGRAMMES

284

4

8

PhD students

majors to train scientific
and pedagogical staff

PhD Programmes

134
Graduates of PhD
programmes

90

12

scholars and interns for the
Postgraduate degree

92
42

Russian

International students

10

doctoral degree seekers

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

•

6 majors and 13 postgraduate
programmes

•

11 dissertation boards

•

6 scientific research centres

•

10 laboratories

•

8 scientific journals

•

293 PhD students

•

105 doctoral degree seekers, scholars
and interns

There are 32 educational research schools at
UNECON, 27 of which are included in the list of
the leading scientific schools of Saint-Petersburg.

There were more than 80 experts working at
the St. Petersburg Economic Forum and other
international congresses.

The volume of Scientific research grew to 1,7
times since 2017/18.

Total amount of funding RUR 150 000 000.
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SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

Thesis defense in 2018/2019
74 candidate dissertations
6 doctoral dissertations

Joint projects in the area
of Scientific research
Ministry of Education
PSC Gazprom

Grants
7 grants of RFFI and RNF

2 State orders

St. Petersburg PMT
“Passazhiravtotrans”
OJSC ‘’Russian Railways’
JSC ‘’NOVATEK – Ust-Luga’
St. Petersburg law bureau
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SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
5 largest scientific projects
with the leading partners

OJSC “RZD”
Russian Railways

PSC GAZPROM

Concept development on PSC Gazprom and its
branches collaboration with regional educational
markets and educational institutions to meet the social demand for the labour resources.

St. Petersburg PMT
“Passazhiravtotrans”
Development of innovative concepts and technologies for integrated management of material resources in logistic systems.

•

Development of a method to integrate the
system of cargo delivery customers’ satisfaction monitoring into the service sales technology to improve the quality of service.

•

Development of a method to make cargo delivery by railways more attractive and competitive.

•

Smart-contract application based on block chain
in transportation and logistics by RZD: method
development.
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HIGHER ECONOMIC SCHOOL

• Success history since 1989
• Among: 15 best Russian business schools,
3 best in St. Petersburg, TOP-10 best Russian
business schools according to employers
• 60 000 alumni in 30 years
• More than 250 professional development
programmes, 20 retraining programmes, 4
MBA programmes
• App. 70% is a share of corporate orders for implementation of professional programmes
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HIGHER ECONOMIC SCHOOL
Virtual academy
«Natural Gas and Energy Balance»

Participants: 223 students from 56 HEIs of 17 countries.
Partners: PSC Gazprom, Uniper, Wintershall Dea, Schneider Electric, VHG, Gasunie, Energy Delta Institute, OMV, ESMT, Siemens, University of Applied Sciences in Germany.
Educational process included: 15 interactive webinars, 2 video lectures, 2 control tasks,
final task #project_challenge – individual projects in the area of energy, extra materials to
each module.
60 nest students were selected and invited to the Youth Day of the 9th St. Petersburg
International Gas Forum.

International day: Energy of the Future within the 9th
St. Petersburg International Gas Forum.
The Youth Day is an interactive educational site making experts and talented students
from all over the world share the knowledge of the energy business and search for new
ideas and solutions.
In 2019 the 5th Youth Day took place in its upgraded format – Energy Challenge. All the
participants took a 3-month pre-course in the online programme of the Virtual Academy.
The best 60 were invited to St. Petersburg to take part in the events within the Youth Day
of the Gas Forum.

HSE’S PROJECTS

Virtual academy is an English online programme implemented within a project “Youth
Day: Energy of the Future”. The programme includes 5 modules: natural gas 1.0, strategies
and business-models, market trends, technical trends, sustainable energy.

Participants: 60 master and PhD students from 31 HEIs of 11 countries.
Events organised: teambuilding, quest “In search of collaboration”, business game
“Charge your city”, shirt-sleeve meeting with TOP –managers of energy providers.
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CONFERENCES AND INTERNATIONAL EVENTS
II Alumni Forum

This year there have been more than 1500
University alumni who visited the Forum. 6
agreements were signed at the Forum. The
agreements were aimed at mutually beneficial partnership on strategic development between the University and the following companies: Siemens in Russia, JSC
“Imperial Porcelain Manufacture”, “Russian
Post office”, JC Bank “Rossiya”, JSC “Rosselhozbank”, media holding “National Media
group”. Plenary meeting “University in the
Economics of the Future: challenges of the
times, leaders’ experience” became the
key event of the forum.
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CONFERENCES AND INTERNATIONAL EVENTS

III National scientific conference with International participation
“University Education Architecture: Modern Universities in the
Integrated Information Space”

The conference was organised by UNECON and
President Library. The following topics were raised
at the conference: questions and problems of the
current education state and development, development of the integrated information space of the
academic sphere; solutions to enhance academic
activities, quality of training in accordance with the
labour market requirements in terms of digitalization. 2-day event was marked by entering into a
Memorandum of Network collaboration. The Memorandum is targeted to solve tasks of the business
society, higher and intermediate professional training and the State.

Forum “Petersburg Dialogue”
The meetings of the working group “Science and
Education” of the forum “Petersburg dialogue” took
place at different sites of St. Petersburg, including the
one of UNECON. The topics touched upon within the
meetings were the following: artificial intelligence in
economics and administration, perspectives of digitalization in science, digital transformation in higher
education, digital competence as a benefit for career
growth and some other questions related to the contemporary challenges faced by the science business
and education in the 21st century. The main objective
of the “Petersburg dialogue” is to build trust in Russian-German relationships on the grounds of interaction between Russian and German scientific and
educational Institutions by means of activation of
collaboration between social institutions, Universities
and schools of both countries.
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CONFERENCES AND INTERNATIONAL EVENTS
XXIII International Economic Forum in St. Petersburg

Following the tradition, UNECON actively participated in the forum. Rector of the University Igor Maksimtsev
acted as an expert in a business-dialogue “Russia and Baltic countries: on
the way to beneficial partnership” at
the discussion site “Trianon dialogue.
Education”. He also presented a brief
report on UNECON’s collaboration
with French Universities.
Besides, a few strategically important
agreements were signed at the University, including the ones with ANO
“UEFA EURO 2020”, with media holding “MKR -Media”, with the Mayor of
Volodskaya region O. Kuvshinnikov,
with Rosreestr etc.
UNECON sent around 80 experts to
work at the Forum and more than 100
University students volunteered at the
main National business event.

X International Scientific conference “Architecture of Finance: Accelerated
Economic Development in terms of External Shocks and Internal Inconsistencies”

The best scientists, scholars and business
representatives of Russia and Foreign
countries has been participating in the
Conference for 10 years. The conference
has been considered as a site for effective
collaboration between scientific and expert societies in order to share experience,
to find new solutions and to work out
strategies which could form architecture
of finances in the contemporary economy.
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CONFERENCES AND INTERNATIONAL EVENTS

VII Forum of Chinese and Russian University Rectors
II meeting of Chinese and Russian Classical Universities with participation of
Russian and Chinese Vice-ministers at UNECON

Tatiana Golikova, vice chairperson of the Government
of the Russian Federation, and Sun Chunlan, vice
Premier of the State Assembly of the People’s
Assembly of China, took part in the opening ceremony
of the forum.

More than 40 representatives of Russian and Chinese HEI’s administration as well as co-chair people of
humanitarian committee discussed role and place of collaboration in the areas of education, science, and
innovations for humanitarian partnership of the countries. It was quite symbolic that the Forum took place in
period of 70is anniversary of Russian-Chinese diplomatic relations.
The following key topics were raised during the Forum: plans implementation by HEIs with an aim to
maintain balance of two key concepts: EAEU and Big Eurasia development, and implementation of Chinese
initiative “One meridian – one way”. Besides, they discussed ways to increase numbers of Academic exchange
programs and students to meet the goal set by the leaders of Russia and China.
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CONFERENCES AND INTERNATIONAL EVENTS
International forum “Eurasian Economic Perspective”

The forum was organized by the following
entities: Committee of External affairs of St.
Petersburg, IPA Secretariat of CIS countries,
Eurasian Universities Association, and
UNECON.
The forum was attended by representatives
of legislative and executive bodies of the
States members of the Eurasian economic
integration, members of EEC, CIS Executive
Committee, members of Expert Committee
on Economics by MPA of States – CIS
members, rectors and representatives of
the leading Universities of the Eurasian
Universities
Association,
economists,
politicians and representatives of business.
Agreement to set up the Eurasian Institute
of Tourism and MICE was signed within the
Forum.

International Scientific conference “Energetika XXI: Economy, Policy, Ecology”
The annual conference “Energetika XXI”
gets together a great number of leading
experts and specialists of different areas
related to Energy from Russian and the
European Union. The conference has
become an essential site for the further
discussion of recent trends of the global
energy sector development. This year it
was decided to dedicate one full day to
the students’ presentations. Students
had a chance to present their ideas and
initiatives on what they believe the future
of the sector and the whole planet was
going to look like.
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CONFERENCES AND INTERNATIONAL EVENTS
Saint Petersburg International Legal Forum
In collaboration with Italian Partners and Legal
Department of the University, UNECON held a
discussion panel “Artificial intelligence and block
chain technologies at struggle with counterfeit:
economic and legal analysis in global context”.
Rector of the University Professor Igor Maksimtsev,
Dean of the Faculty of Law Nadezhda Krainova and
Italian delegates – UNECON partners Mario Antinucci
– Professor La Sapienza Univeristy in Rome, Roberto
Molika, Professor of Polytechnical University in Milan,
and Emanuelle Bertolli, Block chain technologies
expert from the Swiss Business School and the others
took part in the Forum.
The main outcomes of the discussion could be
described as follows: digitalization is an inevitable
and a necessary process, education is of paramount
importance, there is an call for specialists of digital
economics, International relations are more relevant
than ever.

X International applied scientific conference “National Quality Concept:
State and Social Defence of Consumer Rights”

The
conference
traditionally
takes
place under support of the Committee
of Science and Higher School on the
premises of UNECON. The conference is
targeted presentation of best practices to
implement the national concept of quality
management and perspectives of their
development to defend the consumers’
rights. A part of the conference took
place in Madrid (Spain) and included a
seminar “Sustainable production, quality
management and constant improvement
in times of digitalization”. Besides UNECON,
the conference was organized by Juran
Global, R-PRO Consulting, Institute of
Innovative technologies in Business.
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INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

1000+
international
students

50+
TORFL Certificates
from Lingva Franca
in collaboration with
UNECON

55

96

Unecon lecturers gave
lectures abroad

international students
at the foundation
program

67

720

international lecturers
gave lectures at
UNECON

participants
of academic exchange
programmes

State Bureau on international experts development of People’s Republic of China included UNECON in the
list of HEIs with the right to deliver programmes of professional retraining of Chinese State Officers. In 2019 8
programmes for 170 officers were carried out by the University. UNECON became the main site of professional retraining for officers from Liáoníng Hébĕi provinces.

Implementation of innovative international academic programmes
with international academic and corporate partners
In the framework of implementation of innovative international academic programmes with international
academic and corporate partners UNECON keeps on development and implementation of academic modules in foreign languages. The modules act as parts of different academic programmes and are carried out
also by means of the innovative e-learning systems. In collaboration with the Department of Information
technologies a professional video- studio was set up at the University to record online courses in accordance
with the established corporate style requirements (created with the aid of pedagogical designer and video
engineer). In 2018/2019 two online courses were developed and implemented. Currently UNECON is working
on development of three courses in Russian.

Three short-term summer programmes were
implemented in 2018/2019: “Management of Museum
complex” in collaboration with the Hermitage,
Summer University “Energy of the Baltic Sea Region”
under support of DAAD. More than 350 students took
part in summer programmes.
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INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
UNECON monitored and optimised curricula of Double Degree Programmes and “International Semester”
programme with an aim of quality control and sustainable resources management (there were developed
more than 80 courses in foreign languages). 7 Double Degree programmes were implemented.
That year UNECON opened the Club of International Alumni. In March 2019 more than 50 international alumni of 70-90s attended the II Alumni Forum.

Complex competitiveness enhancement
by means of internationalisation

The second meeting of the IAB (International Advisory Board), which is targeted at monitoring and adjustment of the University’s development strategy and at
creation of information support at the international
level, took place at the beginning of the Academic
year. In September 2018 the meeting was dedicated
to the international ratings, in 2019 – to the adjustment of the strategy on the way to the Project 5-100.
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CENTRE OF CHINESE AND ASIA-PACIFIC
COUNTRIES STUDIES
Academic activity of the centre:
•

Assistance in organisation of
exchange programmes and
internships

•

Joint research

•

Work with Chinese students

•

Assistance in implementation of
programmes for economists with
Chinese language learning

•

Professional orientation for mentee
schools

Experts from UNECON at the IV annual
Russian-Chinese business forum
It has already become a tradition for representatives of a Department of Logistics and Supply Chains
Management to take part in the Annual Russian-Chinese Business Forum. This year Academic collaboration
was observed from the point of scientific transfer elements implementation.
Provided the relevance of Academic Programmes their attractiveness is based on the applied approach with
field trips to transport and logistics entities of St. Petersburg, case-studies (including the ones adapted to the
Russian-Chinese business collaboration within the project “Economic meridian of the Silk Road), Scientific
and academic centre “Logistika” also in an integral part of the education potential realisation. The centre is
based at the Department and integrated into the Institute of fundamental and Applied research at UNECON
(led by V.V. Scherbakov) with the Scientific and Academic centre of Chinese and Asian-Oceanian countries
studies (led by T.B. Urzhumtseva).

Panel session at the IX St. Petersburg International Gas Forum
Chinese business centre and UNECON organised
a panel session “Fuel and Energy Complex and
Finance: territory of collaboration”. The following
topics were discussed at the panel session:
international investments into development of the
Russian Fuel and energy complex, International
sanctions and investment climate in the area of
FEC, Russian investment projects.
Tatiana Urzhumtseva, director of the Scientific and
Academic centre of Chinese and Asian-Oceanian
countries studies, and Stanislav Babich, ass.
professor of department of Regional Economics,
represented UNECON at the panel session.
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IT INFRASTRUCTURE
UNECON works hard on development of e-based environment
and University’s IT-infrastructure.

Computer and multimedia classrooms were
modernised and equipped as required:
•

17 classrooms were equipped with
computers (364 PCs)

•

6 new computer classrooms

•

13 new multimedia classrooms

•

56 multimedia classrooms were modernised

At the beginning of 2019 UNECON opened a
new video studio, equipped with the up-todate systems to create educational videos and
courses. 67 academic films and commercials
were shot and edited at the studio and 4 mass
online courses were implemented.

Through all the year new modules for e-learning
had been developed and implemented:
•

Autumn 2018: implementation of a system to
calculate and distribute lecturers’ workload

•

Integration of distant learning system with
private offices for lecturers and students

•

Functional layout of the staff office was extended

•

Functional layout of the students’ office was
extended

62 computer classrooms and laboratories
equipped with 1120 computers and 196
multimedia classrooms are currently used at 7
learning sites of UNECON.
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PROPERTY COMPLEX
The following renovation works were held in 2018/2019:
•

Bituminous concrete surface at Griboedova 30/32

•

Swimming pool and martial arts hall at the Sports
Complex “Grifon”

•

High-tech conference hall for 50 people was open
and room 2059 was renovated under support of
PSC Gazprom

•

Roof of the Main building was renovated and new
windows were installed at the Sports Complex
“Grifon”

•

Contracts to do reparations at Dormitories 2, 7 and
4 (Chkalovsky prospekt, 27, Voronezhskaya str. 38
and 69) were signed

•

70% of feeding points were renovated by funds of
rentees

•

Single catering provider was substituted by 6
providers which will operate at 7 UNECON sites
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VOLUNTEER CENTRE

50+

volunteers participated in more
than 50 international
and national events

In 2019 UNECON Volunteers participated
in a large number of events, including:
V St. Petersburg Economic Forum, St.
Petersburg International Economic Forum,
National event “A Day of the Anthem” at
the stadium “Gazprom-Arena”, 23 General
Assembly of the United Nations World
Tourism Organization UNWTO, and XIV
Social event “I choose Sport”.

In the framework of partnership with JSC
“ZENIT-Arena” 24 home football matches, 32
hockey matches and 3 concerts were held.
1786 volunteers tool part in the events.

In March 2019 Volunteer Centre of UNECON
took part in the II Alumni Forum.

Ceremony to sign an agreement between
UNECON and ANO “UEFA EURO 2020”
took place at the stand of Organisation
committee of Euro 2020. More than 5000
applications were submitted to volunteer
at Euro 2020, and more than 3000
interviews were conducted in 5 months.
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SPORTS

UNECON held numerous international
and national competitions in 2019

Traditional tournaments on sport (Greco-Roman)
wrestling in memoriam of Jury Lavrikov and
K. Nintsev.

Department of Physical Culture
and Education of UNECON held
the following events:

A team of University lecturers was awardee with a cup
for being the second in Dorm Olympics for University
staff “Health 2019”.

•

Fitness festival “Uni Style aerobics 2019”

•

Russia-Chinese Ping-Pong competition

•

Basketball festival “Sport-life-sport”

Radzhab Hamilov, 2nd year student of Faculty of
Economics and Finance, had 4 wrestling rounds
(fights) in Rome at Pankration World Championship
and defeated his counterparts prior to the end.

•

Track-and-field cross for the May,1

Arten Yakovlev, student of Faculty of Management,
became a champion of Russia at Ping-Pong (board
tennis) competition for disabled.
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STUDENT LIFE

900+
members of Student
Council

500+

20+

student events and
projects annually

public student
organizations
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90 years of leadership
2020
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